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QUESTION NOQUESTION Option A: Option B: Option C: Option D:

Q1.

Which metrics measure the overall 

development time, type of methodology used, 

or the average level of experience of the 

programming staff.

Product metrics Objective metrics Process metrics Subjective metrics

Q2. Where the Beta testing is done at? User's end Developer's end Server end
Developer's & User's 

end

Q3.
The X-Bugzilla-Reason header that defines 

the QA contacts for the bug is 
Assignee Reporter CCed QA Contact

Q4
In .............you integrate your automated 

scripts from TestDirector
Notepad Adobe Acrobat WinRunner Word

Q5
Which is not an attribute of cost Category 

metrics?
Scope of testing Resource requirements Testing cost estimation Duration of testing

Q6 What is an Equivalence Partition?

A set of test cases for 

testing classes of 

objects.

An input or output 

range of values such as 

have only one value in 

the range becomes a 

test case. 

An input or output 

range of values such 

that each value in the 

range becomes a test 

case

An input or output 

range of values such 

that every tenth value 

in the range becomes a 

test case.

Q7 The ultimate goal of test management is
To get the test cases 

executed

To get the test cases 

designed

To get the test cases 

developed

To get the test cases 

corrected

Q8.
Which of the following is not the advantage of 

Equivalence Class Partitioning?

A small number of test 

cases are needed to 

adequately cover a 

large input domain.

One gets a better idea 

about the input domain 

being covered with the 

selected test cases

The probability of 

uncovering defects 

with the selected test 

cases is heigher than 

that of radomly chosen 

test suite.

Equivalence Class 

Partitioning approach 

is restricted to input 

conditions only.

Q9.
A test plan is defined as a document that 

describes

The scope, approach, 

resources, and 

schedule

The SRS, approach, 

infrastructure, and 

budget

The cost, 

methodology, time, 

and activity

The ownership, 

stakeholder, cost, and 

time

Q10.
Which of the following activity is not part of 

product backlog refinement?

Ordering of product 

backlog items
Task creation

Estimating product 

backlog items

Brainstorming on 

product backlog items

Q11. Acceptance Test cases are based on Design Requirements Code Decision table

Q12.
The process to ensure that the right product is 

built is
Verification Testing Implementation Validation

Q13.
What is the working culture of members of 

Agile team?
Collective Contemplative Connective Collaborative

Q14. Which of the given statement is true
Testing is performed 

after coding

Testing starts as soon 

as SRS is prepared

Testing is performed 

after design phase

Testing is performed 

after the integration of 

modules

Q15.

ISO 9126  defines how many broad, 

independent categories of quality 

characteristics

eleven twelve seven six

Q16.
Which of the following is not an ISO 9126 

Quality Characteristic.
Functionality Accuracy Reliability Maintainability

Q17. Who is not part of sprint planning meeting? Product owner Testing team Scrum team Scrum Master

Q18.
A test case t is modification-revealing for P 

and P’ if __________.

it executes new or 

modified code in P’

it detect a fault in P’ if 

it causes P’ to fail

it causes the outputs of 

P and P’ to differ

it does not execute a 

new or modified code 

in P'

Q19.
Which is not a component of Test Incident 

Report?
Impact Incident description Summary Test log

Q20.

An independent path is any path through the 

graph that introduces at least _______ new set 

of processing statements or new conditions.

2 1 3 5

Q21.
How many test cases are there in BVC if there 

are 5 variables in a module?
10 15 21 20

Q22.
The test strategy matrix is prepared using the 

_______.

test planning and 

execution

test factor and test 

phase
test factor test phase

Q23.
End users are involved in ____________ 

testing
unit system Acceptance Testing Integration Testing

Q24. Test Cases That Need to Be Automated
If you need to execute 

test cases once

If you need to execute 

test cases repeatedly.
If test cases are simple

if you need to execute 

test case which take 

less time

Q25.
Where  can we access the searches that have 

been saved by the user?
Permissions Reports Email Preference Saved Searches
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